
 

  



 
 

Vision: Fearless Church = 4G Value: GATHER with the body of Christ 

 

Gary Smalley Personality Test   

Please Check the Characteristics that MOST describe you. 

_____ Likes control 

_____ Bold 

_____ Self-reliant 

_____ Persistent 

_____ Takes charge 

_____ Total  

 

  

_____ Enthusiastic 

_____ Visionary 

_____ Energetic 

_____ Promoter 

_____ Mixes easily 

_____  Total 

 

  

_____ Sensitive 

_____ Calm 

____Non-demanding 

_____ Enjoys routine 

_____ Relational 

_____  Total  

  

 

_____ Consistent 

_____ Reserved 

_____ Practical 

_____ Factual 

_____ Detailed 

_____ Total  

  

What Personality are You?    ______________________________ 

What are the personalities in your Small Group?  

______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

Around your table: Jesus says in John 10:14, “I am the good shepherd. I know 

my sheep and my sheep know me.” As a small group leader, do you feel like 

you know your sheep well? If so, what are some things that you’ve done to get 

to know your sheep and help them get to know you? Do you have any great 

“ice-breaker” ideas that you’ve used with your group?  

  

“When the lives of leaders are 

invested in the lives of sheep, 

the sheep come to know and 

trust their voices.” 

 They Smell Like Sheep pg 26 



 
 

How Paul Guarded the Flock  

Observations from Gordan MacDonald  

 

Affirming:  Quick to identify evidences of God’s work in persons and peoples 

Thankful:   Ready to express gratitude for any act of generosity 

Corrective:  Never reluctant to identify sin and rebuke it 

Prophetic:  Warning of consequences if people were bent on making bad choices 

Instructive:  Enlarging the theological base of people’s faith 

Protective:  Quick to defend those who were vulnerable 

Transparent:  Unashamed to speak of his own weaknesses and sins 

Affectionate:  Anxious for people to know how much he loved them 

Prayerful:  Frequently praying “aloud” in his letters for people and their needs 

Developmental:  Identifying, raising up those who might become leaders 

Observable:  Presenting a model of Christ-following that others could copy 

 

  

 

Around your table: Look at the qualities of how Paul shepherds the flock. Share 1 of the following: 

 

1. How has someone in your group specifically used one of the above forms of shepherding? 

2. Take time as a group to identify each person’s natural form(s) of shepherding.

“Green pastures do not just 

happen by chance. Green pastures 

are the product of tremendous 

labor, time, and skill.” 

A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23 pg. 53 

 

 



 
 


